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Some Question about the Kong-ming’s (Zhu-ge Liang)
 Going out Hermitage.
KIKUCHI Yoshiteru
This short essay is the one to have tried organization reviewing from the viewpoint on the geography 
mainly in some question about " the  Kong-ming’s (Zhu-ge Liang) going-out hermitage " to have the Gui - 
Shu - Wu era of the Three Kingdoms bruit the trace of historical incident.
So-called " the visit with three times " is the one to make " Liu Bei visited Zhu-ge Liang " but on the 
other hand, there is a record of " Zhu-ge Liang visited Liu Bei ".
The fact of the thing is about which it is.
It may be problems such as in which there is little contradiction.
Hereinafter, I want to show some question  about this point.
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